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Remixing with Shakespeare 

In the Guidance documents, we talked about the idea of “remixing”, and here we 
provide another example for remixing text from several sources. A remix is simply 
a new work made from one or more old works. This new work can take almost 
any form. Some remixed works are songs, stories or films, others are 
scientific articles or educational resources.  

The word “remix” is new, but the practice is as old as culture itself. Ancient 
Greek tragedians like Sophocles adapted common myths — such as Oedipus 
the King and Helen of Troy — for their Athenian audiences. The oldest known 
version of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet was first told by the Roman poet Ovid 
(43 BC - 17 AD) as the story of Pyramus and Thisbe, two lovers in the city of 
Babylon. Over a 1,000 years later, it was retold by Italian author Giovanni 
Boccaccio and by Matteo Bandello (1370s and 1550s), then adapted into an 
English poem by Arthur Brooke, and into English prose by William Painter (1560s 
and 1580s). William Shakespeare borrowed and added to create Romeo and Juliet 
(1590s). Romeo and Juliet has been adapted many times since, for instance in the 
movie by Baz Luhrmann (1996), with the original dialogue retold in a modern day 
setting. Despite being a 400 year old play, the creators acknowledged their sources 
and gave the movie the full title of “William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet”. The 
continuing process of adaptation has kept the story alive, adapting and 
contextualising it for different audiences.  

In fact, the paragraphs above are a remix of several other documents. Look at the 
blue text and red text (in bold) above: this text is taken from “Free to mix: An 
educator’s guide to reusing digital content” produced by Digital New Zealand and 
the New Zealand National Library as well as “Free to mix” by Creative Commons 
Aotearoa New Zealand (who, like us, also drew on the earlier “Free to mix” text). 
Reusing the text is not plagiarism, because we’re acknowledging the great sources 
we are building on. And we’re not breaking copyright law, because the text was 
licensed as Creative Commons (see our list of sources at the end of this 
document). We’ve marked the text from different sources in dark red and blue 
simply to illustrate how we combined the text, but of course you don’t need to do 
that when you edit or use Creative Commons resources. 
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For comparison, here are the original sources: 

Free to Mix Free to mix: An educator’s guide to 
reusing digital content 

 

We could attribute these at the end of this document, but given that you might 
want to have a look at those documents, here’s the attribution: 

The above text and pages came from the following two guides: 

● “Free to Mix” 
(http://creativecommons.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Free-to-Mix.p
df) by Creative Commons Aotearoa New Zealand 
(http://creativecommons.org.nz ), Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 New 
Zealand licence, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/nz/.  

● “Free to mix: An educator’s guide to reusing digital content” 
(http://bit.ly/lez5M1), by Digital New Zealand, with the support of Services to 
Schools, National Library of New Zealand, Creative Commons Attribution 
3.0 New Zealand licence, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/nz/.  

○ Shakespeare image: Wikimedia Commons 
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The Shakespeare image 
The attribution for the  Shakespeare image provided in “Free to mix: An educator’s 
guide to reusing digital content” is very brief:  

● Shakespeare image: Wikimedia Commons 

There is no one right way to attribute sources. You can 
read more about attribution in Guidance 3, "Finding and 
Remixing Openly Licensed Resources". In this instance, we 
can use the information provided, or we can try and find 
further information, to make our attribution more 
complete, which will help people who might also want to 
use the image or find out more about it. 

A quick search for the “Shakespeare portrait” shows that 
it’s based on the “Droeshout portrait” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Droeshout_portrait. The exact 
same image used in the guide is available on the Haw-language wikipedia: 
http://haw.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Shakespeare, where we can find the full 
attribution: 

● "Hw-shakespeare" by In Helmolt, H.F., ed. History of the World. New York: 
Dodd, Mead and Company, 1902. Author unknown, but the portrait has been 
used for several centuries - from the Perry-Castañeda Library, University of 
Texas at Austin. Licensed under Public domain via Wikimedia Commons - 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hw-shakespeare.png 

Given that the image is in the public domain, we don’t actually need to attribute the 
image. In fact, that’s why the attribution in the document is rather brief, and 
doesn’t follow Creative Commons best practice: The image is in the public domain, 
and we don’t need to attribute it. However, it’s still nice to credit where we got the 
image from, i.e. Wikimedia Commons, and this also helps others find the image, if 
they want to reuse it. You could use the longer attribution immediately above, or 
you could simplify it as follows: 

● Shakespeare image, public domain, available via Wikimedia Commons, 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hw-shakespeare.png. 
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Attribution 
You are free to use the content in these guides to create your own content, as long 
as you include this attribution: 

 

OER Guidance for Schools (2014), by Björn Haßler, 
Helen Neo and Josie Fraser. Published by Leicester City 
Council, available under Creative Commons 
Attribution 4.0. 

 

The OER Guidance for Schools documents are available from 
http://schools.leicester.gov.uk/openeducation. 

As far as the authors are aware the information contained within these documents is accurate on the date upon 
which they were produced. However, the information contained in the documents is not legal advice. If you 
require such advice, please seek advice from a suitably legally qualified professional. 
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